
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN JAMESTOWN MASSACHUSETTS AND

PENNSYLVANIA

Thirteen years later, settlers aboard the Mayflower landed in Massachusetts at a place they named Plymouth. With
these two colonies.

Juries were authorized to decide questions of both fact and law, although the court was able to decide in the
event that a jury failed to reach a decision. The only black servant is forced to serve his master for the rest of
his life. Manufacturing which included iron ore products - tools, kettles, nails and plows. Then Connecticut
laid claim to all Pequot lands. To compare and contrast the political, economic, social, and spiritual
development of the three colonial regions throughout the Seventeenth Century. Nor were they much familiar
with human difference people of different race, different culture, different language ; in this regard, too, they
would undergo a severe jolt upon encountering the native population. When they landed in America and were
forced to deal with the decidedly un-European factors of forests, Indians, wild territory, unlimited land, and
the chance to become wealthy, they developed a uniquely individualist, entrepreneurial, "leave me alone while
I make a buck" attitude. The Middle Colonies were more economically diverse, hosting small farmers,
craftsmen, and merchants â€” all who depended on some sort of profit for their living. Upon his father's death,
Penn inherited a substantial estate, as well as a claim to a sizable loan his father had made to the Crown. Who
would be its on-site personnel? Moreover, the same planters needed ready access to the ships that would carry
their harvest to market; hence a host of little wharves and docks sprouted at intervals along the shoreline.
Winthrop, Dudley, the Rev. While religious diversity existed from the beginning of British colonization, the
vast majority of Euro-Americans were Protestant - and a substantial minority were Calvinist. You didn't have
to petition a king or a parliament for your rights - you had them inherently - and the only way anyone could
affect those in-built rights would be if you, voluntarily, decide to give them up. Delaware was an unchartered
colony until it became a state in  The reliance upon family farming meant little need for servants or slaves.
Thus, their religion was tied to the need to use their own individual resources to achieve spiritual and material
success. New York: Oxford University Press,  Argall offers her freedom in exchange for English prisoners
held by Powhatan. Farmland - typically acres per family - consisted of fields adjacent to the clustered
dwellings in town. This first meeting is the beginning of the Virginia General Assembly and a forerunner of
the U. The John Smith connection stems from Smith's later writings relating an incidence of Pocahontas
saving his life. The sheer scale of it was enormous. Georgia was the last of the British colonies to be
established in North America.


